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Lunatic
Cassadee Pope

D  Em C x2

G                                                        D
You walk with such a confidence that makes you look so strong
        Em                                                C
And I try to match your shadow but my strides are just too small
G                                                            D
You glide along with the rise and fall of any kinda crowd
      Em                                                    D                   
 C
As I fight against the tide that takes me, hopin  you will pull me out

Em                           G
But it s my own demon,
                                C
Shouldn t you be leavin , now?

                 G
Filled with question marks
Donâ€™t know who I am
        D
And I hate to be alone
                            Em                          D
How could you love someone like this?
                                  C
You must think I m a lunatic
          G
I donâ€™t say the most appropriate things
               D
And my words can be cold as stone
                               Em                      D
How could you love someone like this?
                                C
You must think I m a lunatic

The day we met, I was sure that was our first and last goodbye
Cause everyone knows that lightening never strikes the same place twice
So I m still trying to figure out why, you showed up so soon
Cause after all I m forever Earthbound,
And you re The Man on the Moon

Should ve seen this coming,
Shouldn t you be running, out the door?

Filled with question marks
Don t know who I am
And I hate to be alone



How could you love someone like this?
You must think I m a lunatic
I don t say the most appropriate things
And my words can be cold as stone
How could you love someone like this?
You must think I m a lunatic 

       Am
I m a hazard, baby
         G             Em
And a little crazy
C
Oh, oh
But if you don t care, then I don t care
(Cm)
Anymore

(Played softer)
Filled with question marks
Don t know who I am
And I hate to be alone
How could you love someone like this?

(Building)
You must think I m a lunatic, lunatic
I don t say the most appropriate things
And my words can be cold as stone
How could you love someone like this?
You must think I m a lunatic
A lunatic

End on G


